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50 years, gone in a flash!
During my junior and senior years at Pratt Institute, I often visited a local
Gunsmith who introduced me to one of his customers who was an FBI Agent. He
influenced me to make some concealed carry holsters for him and his coworkers
in the New York FBI Field Office. I made two to three holsters a week for the next
two years by hand, and it helped earn me pocket change. In 1974 I decided to give
my “hobby job” of holster making a full-time effort, thus DeSantis Gunhide® was
off to a real start with help from my wife, Helen.
With little more than $2000, my first shop was started. It was less than 200
square feet and it cost $75 per month. I learned the business by trial and error
using my engineering skills and military experience because there was no internet
and YouTube for instructions like there is today. Over the next nine years I moved
the business five times, each location bigger than the last. The last move was
made with military-like precision; we stopped production on a Friday afternoon
and started production at the new location on the following Monday. It was an
incredible feat, and I had a great crew that made it happen. Over the next 16 plus
years we grew exponentially.
Our product’s quality only improved with time, and we became hi-tech thanks
in part to both my sons joining the business and pushing the business to greater
goals. Danny, Chad, and my grandkids are the future of Gunhide ® and they’re off
to a great start.
When I look back, it seems like only yesterday that this all started, but fifty-plus
years have gone by in a flash! I have made so many friends from all walks of life
throughout that time, and I am forever grateful to this great country that we live
in, and for having chosen this career path. It has been a great ride! Here's to the
next 50!

Gene DeSantis 2022

We didn’t invent concealment, we just perfected it®
50 years of premium American made holsters and accessories.

The DeSantis Gunhide Difference
New Products

Recommended Carry Positions

Discover newly released products marked with this indicator.

With this icon, you can quickly see the recommended carry
positions for most models, assuming a right-handed strong
side. Blue-filled areas indicate the recommendation. The
example below displays both right-handed hip carry.
DeSantis makes all holsters in both left and right-handed
models.

New!

Holster Materials

Appendix

Check the material icon(s) to see the material options for most models.
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Crossdraw Ambidextrous
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DeSantis Gunhide uses premium materials to produce thousands of high-quality, American-made holsters and accessories. Use these
symbols to learn more about what makes the DeSantis difference.

OWB .................................. 6-15
IWB ................................ 16-25
IWB/OWB ....................... 26-29
Field & Hunting .............. 30-37
Shoulder .............................. 38
Pocket ................................. 39
Ankle ................................... 40
Specialty Styles .................. 41
Belts .............................. 42-43
Accessories ................... 44-47

Visit desantisholster.com to see our full line of quality holsters, belts, and accessories

New!

MSRP $94.99

OUTSIDE THE WAISTBAND

An open-top pancake-style OWB holster. Made
from full grain steerhide, it features three belt slots
for multiple carry positions. Its adjustable tension
device allows for a custom retention level. The
wrap around band at the top of the holster provides
additional strength and helps in reholstering. It’s
now available for many popular weapons and light
combinations.
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THE VENGEANCE ™
SCABBARD
STYLE 201

Made in the U.S.A.

Visit desantisholster.com to see our full line of quality holsters, belts, and accessories
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CAZZUTO™
STYLE D94

VEILED PARTNER™
STYLE 195

THE FACILITATOR ® (SELF-LOCKING)
STYLE 042

SPEED SCABBARD®
STYLE 002

VARIABLE ® GRD™
STYLE 194

MSRP $72.99

MSRP $62.99

MSRP $61.99

MSRP $82.99

MSRP $83.99

The Cazzuto™ holster is made entirely of Kydex ® sheet
and is an exceptionally light and compact holster. Minimal
friction between gun and holster results in a smooth draw.
This model also comes with a belt attachment. The paddle
is adjustable for forward to rearward cant. Dual tension
device and precise molding give this holster a perfect fit.

The Veiled Partner™, is an OWB precision molded Kydex®
holster. The exacting curvature allows for maximum
concealment and fits like a second skin. It can be
configured easily for both height and cant using 1 ½” or 1
¾” loop openings. It has adjustable tension and is optics
compatible. It is available in both right and left-hand
variants for many popular semi-autos.

The Facilitator® is constructed of rigid Kydex ® sheet
and reinforced polymers for strength and durability and
features our Redi-Lok™ trigger locking device. It can be
worn strong side or cross draw. The style 042 is slim,
making it much more concealable than the competition.
The combat-proven Redi-Lok™ makes this model very
secure and snatch resistant.

The Speed Scabbard ® is designed to meet the needs of
plainclothes professionals preferring a holster without a
thumb break while still providing firearm retention. This is
accomplished with precise molding and adjustable tension
device. Belt slots are 1.75” wide.

The Variable® GRD™, is built from premium saddle leather
and has many unique features. The reinforced mouth (top
section), on both sides, allows an easy one-hand return. It’s
both ambidextrous and adjustable for height and cant. The
#194 also features the GRD™ (Gunhide® Retaining Device)
which not only helps retain the weapon with an audible
click but helps secure it from a rear takeaway attempt.
The #194 is now available for many commonly carried
autoloaders in black and saddle tan.

Note: Cazzuto™ comes with a belt slot attachment if
paddle wear is not suitable.

Note: Some models come with two belt slots and/or without
tension device. Available in premium black or tan saddle leather.
Available for both autos and revolvers.

SECURE YOUR
WEAPON WITH AN

AUDIBLE CLICK!

MINI SLIDE ®
STYLE 086
MSRP $79.99

The Mini Slide® features double stitched seams and
precision molding. It is designed to meet the needs of
plainclothes professionals preferring a tight riding holster
without a thumb break. The Mini Slide® is fitted with a
adjustable tension device and 1 3/4” slots. Available in
premium black or tan saddle leather.

Visit desantisholster.com to see our full line of quality holsters, belts, and accessories
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Made in the U.S.A.

THUMB BREAK MINI SLIDE ®
STYLE 085

COCKED AND LOCKED THUMB BREAK
SCABBARD™ 		
STYLE 1CL

THUMB BREAK SCABBARD ®
STYLE 001

SPEED LITE™
STYLE 132

TAC-LITE™
STYLE 117

VIPER® 2.0
STYLE 175

MSRP $80.99

MSRP $82.99

MSRP $82.99

MSRP $96.99

MSRP $102.99

MSRP $104.99

The Thumb Break Mini Slide ® features double stitched
seams and precision molding. This twin 1.75 inch slotted
pancake-style holster is fitted with an adjustable tension
device. Available in premium black or tan saddle leather.
Available for autos and revolvers.

With a three-slot design, the Cocked & Locked Thumb
Break Scabbard™ allows you to carry your Government
Model .45 auto Springfield Operator and clones in a cocked
and locked position. Featuring highly detailed precision
molding makes this beauty a great choice for the trained
professional. Available in premium black saddle leather.

The Thumb Break Scabbard® is presented at an optimum
draw angle. Its thumb break and exact molding, together
with a tension device, allow for a secure and highly
concealable carry. This picture illustrates the three-slot
model. Belt slots are 1.75 inch wide.

The Speed Lite™ is our speedy version of our Tac-Lite™
holster. We eliminated the thumb break for an even faster
presentation. It is molded to the exact specifications for
secure and concealable carry. Available for many gun and
light combinations. Available in premium black or tan
saddle leather.

The Tac-Lite™ is molded to exacting specifications for
secure and concealable carry. This model features three
slots for multiple carry options. Available for many gun
and light combinations. Available in premium black or tan
saddle leather.

The Viper ® 2.0 is a classic OWB leather holster. It
has a forward 15 degree cant in a left or right hand
configuration. Available in black or tan with suede lined
leather around an adjustable tension device for the
perfect draw stroke every time. Available in black or tan
leather.

Note: Some models with two belt slots and/or without tension device.
Available in premium black or tan saddle leather. (Also available in
lined and basketweave.) Available for both autos and revolvers.

Visit desantisholster.com to see our full line of quality holsters, belts, and accessories
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Made in the U.S.A.

MINI SCABBARD ®
STYLE 019

NYLON MINI SCABBARD ®
STYLE M67

QUICK SNAP ®
STYLE 027

FLETC™ 2.0
STYLE 172

SL RAPTOR® (SELF-LOCKING)
STYLE 147

S.O.B. (SMALL OF BACK)™
STYLE 067

MSRP $66.99

MSRP $62.99

MSRP $57.99

MSRP $93.99

MSRP $89.99

MSRP $89.99

This unique holster has been reduced to the barest of
essentials, yet offers a secure grip on the handgun thanks
to exact molding and adjustable tension device. The belt
loop accommodates up to 1 ¾” belts.

The Nylon Mini Scabbard ® is a sturdy, lightweight and
trim concealment holster made for a large variety of
handguns. It features and adjustable tension device and is
precision molded from ballistic nylon and thermo-formable
materials. It will accommodate belt up to 1 3/4".

The Quick Snap ® features a one-way snap on belt loop for
easy on and off and precise molding. It will accommodate
belts up to 1.5 inch wide. Available in premium black and
tan saddle leather.

Originally designed in conjunction with the Federal Law
Enforcement Training Center, the FLETC™ 2.0 is a snub
nose revolver holster built to perform. Tan premium saddle
leather cradles a small revolver at a comfortable 15 degree
cant. Paired with an ammunition pouch that will hold a
Speedloader, Swift Strip™, or the 2x2x2 (user choice),
please specify ammo accessory when ordering. the FLETC™
2.0 allows the wearer plenty of ammo for the wheel gun.

The SL Raptor ® is a self locking OWB/IWB Kydex ®
thermoformed holster. It is formed with a curved back with
most of the detailed molding on the outer portion. This
adds to both comfort and concealability. The SL Raptor™
comes with belt loops for 1 ½” and 1 ¾.” It also features
a Redi-Lok™ (self-locking device) and a rear sweat guard.
It is also compatible with the Y94 Tuckable Adaptors.
Patent 5,215,336.

The Small of Back™ holster secures your pistol in one of
the least obtrusive and most discrete areas for concealed
carry. It is constructed of premium grade saddle leather
and is highly detail molded. Features 1 3/4” belt slots and
tension device. Available in premium black or tan saddle
leather for both autos and revolvers.

Note: Some models without tension device. Available in
premium black or tan saddle leather for both autos and
revolvers.

Note: Some small guns will only fit 1 1/2" belts.

OUTSIDE T HE WA I S T BA ND

Made in the U.S.A.

E-GAT SLIDE™
STYLE 115

SKY COP ® (CROSS DRAW)
STYLE 068

THE CRISS CROSS® (CROSS DRAW)
STYLE 155

ROSCOE CROSS DRAW™
STYLE 193

SIDESTEP™
STYLE 191

MSRP $41.99

MSRP $85.99

MSRP $58.99

MSRP $71.99

MSRP $82.99

The E-GAT Slide™ is a basic neutral cant concealment
OWB holster that works equally well on the strong side or
cross draw. We have simplified this holster’s production
process to save you quite a few bucks without costing
you anything in performance. Available in top grain black
leather. Available for both autos and revolvers.

The Sky Cop ® is a cross draw holster designed to
accommodate large frame auto loaders and small frame
revolvers. The Sky Cop ® will accommodate belts up to
1 ½” wide and features an adjustable tension device.
Available in premium black saddle leather. Available for
both autos and revolvers.

The Criss Cross ® has a reinforced mouth for easy
reholstering and features an adjustable tension device.
The belt slots will accommodate belts up to 1 1/2” wide.
Available in premium black or tan saddle leather.

The Roscoe Cross Draw™ is available for popular 2”
small-framed revolvers for right and left-hand shooters.
It’s built from premium saddle leather in both black and
saddle tan. The Roscoe Cross Draw™ features adjustable
tension and highly detailed molding. The full-coverage
molded top section (mouth) allows for a shooting grip
while holstered and easy one-hand return. It can be worn
with up to 1 ¾” belts.

The Sidestep™ OWB holster is a trailing slot OWB holster
packed with great features. The full height, double-thick
sweat shield keeps the weapon from contacting your skin.
The Sidestep™ Holster was designed to accommodate
weapons with or without Reflex Sights. The tensioning
device gives the user the option for a custom fit and the
trailing slot maximizes concealability. The Sidestep™ is
built from premium saddle leather and is meticulously
molded in a 15° forward cant.

Visit desantisholster.com to see our full line of quality holsters, belts, and accessories

SLIM-TUK™
STYLE 137
MSRP $39.99

INSIDE THE WAISTBAND

The Slim-Tuk ™ is a minimal ambidextrous IWB holster fashioned
from Kydex ®. One of the most unique features of this IWB holster
is that it uses our tuckable 360™ C-Clip, which affords the wearer
unlimited mounting options. The hardware can be easily reversed
to change from right to left. The Slim-Tuk ™ is precision molded
from sturdy Kydex ® sheet and features a rugged nylon clip. It is
available for many concealable handguns.

I NS I DE T HE WA IST BA ND

You have total control with the ambidextrous C-Clip
that can be rotated for 360 degree cant options

Made in the U.S.A.

Visit desantisholster.com to see our full line of quality holsters, belts, and accessories

New!

MSRP $51.99

Our latest ambidextrous IWB holster to feature our
GRD™ (Gunhide ® Retention Device.) The Super Stealth™
is made of premium padded ballistic nylon, and comes
with a sturdy 1 3/4" powder coated spring clip which can
be repositioned for left-hand carry.

THE UNI-TUK™
STYLE 206
MSRP $89.99

The latest in our Pegasus ® Kydex ® by DeSantis
product line. This IWB holster features a precision
molded Kydex ® front married to a back component
that is an all synthetic and “breathable” platform.
This allows airflow for a “keep cool” IWB carry. The
Uni-Tuk™ features multiple points of tensioning for
a customizable fit. It’s equipped with our proprietary
Tuckable 360® C Clip which can be adjusted for both
height and cant with 360-degree rotation. The built-in
Spur™ which acts as a “claw”, is an integral part of
the holster itself, enhancing concealment.

INTERIOR VIEW

GUNHIDE ®
RETENTION
DEVICE
Helps retain the weapon
with an audible click

SECURE YOUR
WEAPON WITH AN

AUDIBLE CLICK!
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New!

THE SUPER STEALTH™
STYLE M97

Visit desantisholster.com to see our full line of quality holsters, belts, and accessories
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Made in the U.S.A.

SOF-TUCK™
STYLE 106

SOF-TUCK™ 2.0
STYLE 179

PRO STEALTH™
STYLE N87

INVADER ®
STYLE M65

INFILTRATOR ® AIR
STYLE M78

HIDDEN TRUTH ®
STYLE 160

MSRP $42.99

MSRP $41.99

MSRP $47.99

MSRP $83.99

MSRP $99.99

MSRP $62.99

The Sof-Tuck™ features our Tuckable 360 ® J-Clip making
it both tuckable and adjustable for cant and height. It is
built from soft, no-slip suede and reinforced at the top with
premium saddle leather to aid in reholstering. The style
106 is available for most concealable handguns. Optional
C-Clip available. Available for both autos and revolvers.

This polyurethane lined leather IWB holster features a
reinforced top lip to add strength and aid in reholstering.
Using the Tuckable 360 ® C-Clip, the Sof-Tuck™ 2.0
contours to your exact carry angle and ride height
preference.

The Pro Stealth™ is made of premium padded 1060D
black ballistic nylon. The 1 3/4” sturdy powder-coated
black spring clip keeps this beauty securely anchored
to your belt. The Pro Stealth™ is ambidextrous and a
magazine pouch is standard for auto loader models.
Available for both autos and revolvers.

The Invader ® is an extremely comfortable synthetic IWB,
tuckable holster. The body pad is built from edge bound
neoprene, ballistic nylon and other synthetic materials,
while the formed holster component is precision thermomolded from sturdy Kydex ® sheet. The C-Clips are made of
glass-reinforced nylon for lasting durability. This model is
easily user adjustable with included hex wrench. Available
for both autos and revolvers. Optional J-Clips available.

The Infiltrator ® AIR IWB holster is adjustable for
both height and cant. The front holster component is
precision-molded Kydex ® tension adjustable, and the back
component is all synthetic and “breathable” material. It is
fitted with our tuckable C-Clips. Optional J-Clips available.

The Hidden Truth ® is an appendix holster with integral
Mag Pouch. Built from 100% Kydex ® it is adjustable for
both height and cant. It comes with C-Clips. J-Clips are
optional accessories.

Visit desantisholster.com to see our full line of quality holsters, belts, and accessories
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Made in the U.S.A.

INNER PIECE ® 2.0
STYLE M89

TUCK-THIS ® II
STYLE M24

VANQUISHER™
STYLE M71

INSIDE HEAT™
STYLE 127

INSIDE HEAT™ THUMB BREAK
STYLE 187

SUMMER HEAT™
STYLE 045

MSRP $45.99

MSRP $62.99

MSRP $83.99

MSRP $50.99

MSRP $69.99

MSRP $58.99

The Inner Piece ® 2.0 is a padded 1060D ballistic nylon
IWB holster designed for appendix carry. The Tuckable
360 ® C-Clip allows adjustment for both height and cant.
The integrated magazine carrier is positioned for quick
reloads.

The Tuck-This ® II is built from padded ballistic nylon and
lined with slick pack cloth. The Tuckable 360® J-Clip
allows for unlimited cant options, affording almost total
concealment. Auto loader versions are equipped with a
integrated mag pouch. Optional C-Clip are available.

The Vanquisher™ is an ambidextrous tuckable IWB holster
that can be adjusted for both height and cant. It is built
from padded 1060D ballistic nylon, and two sizes will fit
almost all concealable handguns.

The Inside Heat™ is a bare bones minimum IWB holster
built from black saddle leather. The precise molded
contours provide the weapon retention. The top is
reinforced to ease reholstering, and the powder coated
spring clip holds it securely to your belt. Available only in
black for both autos and revolvers.

The Inside Heat™ TB is an IWB holster with thumb break.
The precise molded contours along with the added thumb
break provide excellent weapon retention. The top (mouth)
is reinforced to ease reholstering and the powder-coated
spring clip holds it securely to your belt. Available in black
saddle leather only for both autos and revolvers.

The Summer Heat™ is a bare bones minimum IWB
holster built from premium saddle leather. Its finely
molded contours provide the weapon retention. The top
is reinforced to ease reholstering and the powder coated
spring clip holds it securely to your belt. Available in
premium tan saddle leather for both autos and revolvers.

INSIDE T HE WA I S T BA ND

Made in the U.S.A.

VARIABLE 87™
STYLE M93

POCKET-TUK™
STYLE 111

FLEX-TUK™
STYLE 113

THE INSIDER ®
STYLE 031

COZY PARTNER ®
STYLE 028

MSRP $41.99

MSRP $36.99

MSRP $68.99

MSRP $34.99

MSRP $88.99

Variable 87™ is a featherweight IWB holster made from
1060D Ballistic Nylon, closed cell foam, and lined with
slick pack cloth. It is also fitted with the DeSantis Tuckable
360 ® clip for unlimited cant adjustment and integrated
sweat shield. This feature allows operator to wear this
holster on any part of the waistline.

The Pocket-Tuk™ is a dual purpose pocket and tuckable
IWB holster. This features our Tuckable 360 ® C-Clip
making it both tuckable and adjustable for cant and height.
The reinforced mouth aids in reholstering, and the suede
construction helps keep it all in place. Each Pocket-Tuk™
is supplied with a hex key to facilitate clip adjustment
or removal for pocket carry. Available for both autos and
revolvers.

The Flex-Tuk™ tuckable IWB can be worn comfortably as a
appendix carry or a cross draw and everything in-between.
Its specially formed mouth allows effortless re-holstering.
It's fitted with our polymer C-Clip for easy adjustment. Our
highly concealable J-Clip and hex key are also supplied.

For concealment with comfort, the Insider ® contains
design features to minimize bulk. It is made with a
heavy-duty spring steel clip positioned high for deep
cover. The leather is soft and un-molded. Available in
black.

The Cozy Partner ® features a tension device and precise
molding for handgun retention. A memory band retains the
holster’s shape for easy one handed reholstering. 1 3/4”
split belt loop is standard. Available in premium black or
tan saddle leather for both autos and revolvers.

Visit desantisholster.com to see our full line of quality holsters, belts, and accessories

I WB/O WB

Patented removable strap makes it
easy to convert from OWB to IWB
whenever you want.

THE OSPREY®
STYLE 159 PATENTED
MSRP $86.99

IWB/OWB

The Osprey ® is a trailing slot OWB/IWB holster.
The belt slots will accommodate belts up to 1
1/2” wide. The IWB strap is cant-variable and
easily removable without tools. Available for
medium and large autoloaders. Available in
premium tan saddle leather. Patent 5, 520, 171.

IWB/O WB

Made in the U.S.A.

INTRUDER® 2.0
STYLE 176
MSRP $89.99

The Intruder ® 2.0 is an IWB/OWB configurable unit. Comfort is the key with modular
OWB belt loops, tuckable struts for concealed carry, and user set cant angle. The premium
steer-hide is coated in polyurethane to protect the leather and the firearm. The bodies are
molded from Kydex ® for a precise retained firearm fit.

VARIABLE® 13™
STYLE 170

DUAL CARRY II ®
STYLE 033

MSRP $82.99

MSRP $39.99

The Variable ® 13™ can be worn as an OWB and–with optional Y94 Tuckable
adapters–as an IWB. It is built from premium saddle leather and is tension adjustable.
Reversible 1 1/2" belt loops make it ambidextrous and allow for limited height and
cant adjustment.

The Dual Carry II ® can be worn as both IWB and OWB. The removable Tuckable 360 ® clip
allows for unlimited cant angle and it is height adjustable. It features an integral belt loop
(OWB), a thumb break, and is built from soft black leather for autos and revolvers.

Visit desantisholster.com to see our full line of quality holsters, belts, and accessories

THE WILD HOG™
STYLE 189
MSRP $55.99

SPECIALTY

The Wild Hog™ Field and Range Holster can be worn cross
draw or with a forward cant and is ambidextrous. It’s built
from premium top grain steerhide and center cut steer
hide and features an adjustable tension device. It is now
available for most SAA revolvers, large frame DA revolvers
and many large autoloaders. It accommodates belts up to
1 ¾”.

FI E LD A ND HUNT ING

This versatile holster can be worn
strong side or crossdraw and is
AMBIDEXTROUS.

Made in the U.S.A.

New!

New!
Inside The Waistband

THE TRIPLE AGENT™
STYLE 199
PATENTED 5,520,171

MSRP $259.99

THE RIFLE
SCABBARD
STYLE 204

MSRP $189.99

A beautiful chestnut tan steerhide scabbard
designed for lever-action rifles. It features solid
brass buckles on the saddle straps to attach to
your saddle, motorcycle, or ATV. The scabbard
has beautifully hand-done fancy stitching with
contrasting thread. Will fit most lever-action rifles
with up to 20” barrel.

Shoulder Rig

A reinvention of a classic design from the
1970s. This patented modular system is a
combination of OWB, IWB, and Shoulder
Rig - all in one. The design allows the user to
configure any preference in moments. This
holster also features our GRD™ (Gunhide ®
Retention Device) so the wearer can be
assured that his firearm will be secure with
the audible click. Included in the package is
our full harness and double magazine pouch.

GUNHIDE ®
RETENTION
DEVICE

REMOVABLE
THUMB
BREAK

SECURE YOUR
WEAPON WITH AN

AUDIBLE CLICK!

Helps retain the weapon with an
audible click and helps secure it
from a rear takeaway attempt.

Outside The Waistband

Visit desantisholster.com to see our full line of quality holsters, belts, and accessories

DUAL ANGLE HUNTER ®
STYLE 016

WILD HOG™ HYBRID
STYLE M90

MSRP $125.99

MSRP $46.99

The Dual Angle Hunter ® was specifically designed with the hunter in mind. This
innovative holster incorporates two separate belt slots in the belt loop, thus allowing
the holster to be worn at two different angles. It is unique because the wearer has the
option to wear it as a “conventional hip holster” or “radical cross draw”. The radical
cross draw position is especially effective when using a large revolver riding horseback
or in any seated position. The Dual Angle Hunter fits belts up to 1 ¾”. Available in
premium tan saddle leather and comes suede lined only.

The Wild Hog™ Hybrid is the latest rendition of our very successful original Hunter from
the 1970s. The Hybrid is built from 1060D Senior Ballistic Nylon and a smooth pack cloth
lining with a core of closed cell foam. The upper portion is made from premium saddle
leather. It is ambidextrous. Available immediately from inventory for most 4” and 6”
hunting revolvers and large autos.

YUKON™ HUNTING RIG
STYLE M72

BLACK MAMBA™
STYLE M40

MSRP $136.99

MSRP $124.99

The Yukon™ Hunting Rig features a fully adjustable Ballistic harness. It is available in
two sizes; large semi-auto and large revolver. Both have integral ammo holders.

The Black Mamba™ was designed for handgun hunters who were the first in civilian life
to pick up on chest carry. Concealment wasn’t an issue and a big revolver was comfortable
and accessible in this position. The Black Mamba™ even carries the 72 ounce S&W 500
with total comfort and security. It is built from thermo-molded ballistic nylon.

FI E LD A ND HUNT ING

FIELD A ND HUNT I NG

Made in the U.S.A.

MARE’S LEG™
STYLE 181

RANCHERO™
STYLE 183

PREDATOR™ II BANDOLEER RIG
STYLE M74

MSRP $171.99

MSRP $83.99

MSRP $146.99

Originally designed to carry the Mare’s Leg™ rifle,
this premium Western rig will carry your Henry, Rossi,
Winchester Randall, or Chiappa Mare’s Leg rifles with
comfort and security. Its clever design is adjustable
for both right- and left-handed carry. It’s built from a
combination of premium saddle leather and center-cut
steer hide. The 20 cartridge holders are for 44/45 caliber
and are also available for .22/.22 magnum. Fits belts to
1 ¾” max.

This Premium Western Rig was built specifically to keep
your firearm on your belt, right on your side. It comes
in two different sizes that accommodate either your
Shockwave and other similar shotgun variants or Mare’s
Leg™ rifles. It’s built from a combination of premium
Saddle leather and Center Cut Steer Hide, and the design
is ambidextrous.

Our Predator™ II Bandoleer Rig is built from a five-part
ballistic nylon laminate for large frame scoped revolvers.
The integral flap with fastener provides not only great
element protection, but excellent security as well. The
wide heavily added Bandoleer strap provides all day
comfort. The Predator™ II Bandoleer Rig™ is lined with
low friction pack cloth which provides a smooth draw, and
is also equipped with a belt tie down strap. The #M74 in
two sizes, will fit scoped revolvers up to 6 1/2” and up
to 8 3/8” inch barrels.

KURZ™ SHOTGUN CASE
STYLE A88

NYLON KURZ™ SHOTGUN CASE
STYLE M92
MSRP $119.99

MSRP $104.99

The Kurz™ Case is a new take on the traditional shotgun
scabbard. Designed around the popular 14” pump
action firearms in 12, 20, and .410 gauge, the Kurz™
allows easy and safe transport of your gun and shells.
Crafted from premium center cut cowhide and trimmed
in full grain saddle leather, the Kurz™ Case sports an
ambidextrously configurable non-slip shoulder strap.
It also features a removable gauge- specific ammunition
carrier. Additional carriers in various gauges are sold
separately (Style A89).

The Nylon Kurz™ Shotgun Case is the latest take on
the traditional shotgun scabbard. Designed around the
popular 14” pump action firearms in 12, 20, and .410
gauge, the Kurz™ allows easy and safe transport of
your gun and shells. It is crafted from 1060D Senior
Ballistic Nylon and a smooth pack cloth lining a core
of closed cell foam. The attachments are made from
premium saddle leather. The Kurz™ case sports an
ambidextrously configurable non-slip shoulder strap. It
also features a removable gauge-specific ammunition
carrier. Additional carriers in various gauges are sold
separately (Style M94).

Visit desantisholster.com to see our full line of quality holsters, belts, and accessories

C.E.O.® SHOULDER RIG
STYLE 11Z

NEW YORK UNDERCOVER™ RIG
STYLE 11D

PATRIOT ® SHOULDER RIG
STYLE N84

MSRP $151.99

MSRP $199.99

MSRP $87.99

The C.E.O.® Rig is the forerunner of our popular New York
Undercover Rig. This shoulder holster is crafted from topgrain steerhide and is molded to fit the exact firearm it is
designed to carry. It allows for easy draw of the firearm,
enabling the wearers to bring their firearms on target with
one fluid motion. This exceptionally comfortable rig is
supplied with a half harness. Fits up to a 54” chest. Opposite
side of harness has a nylon strap with elastic tie down and
alligator clip. Available in black or tan unlined leather.

The New York Undercover Rig™ has been around since the
early 1970’s. It has gone through numerous revisions since
then and is now in its finest form. This shoulder holster
is detail molded to fit the exact firearm it is designed to
carry. Each rig is shipped fully assembled with a double
ammo carrier. Additional accessories are available. This
harness will fit up to a 54 inch chest and pivots at all four
junction points. Available in premium black or tan saddle
leather.

The Patriot ® comes with a thumb break system that is
both good-looking and very functional. The holster and
double pouch components are built of padded ballistic
nylon. The shoulder harness is wide for excellent weight
distribution and is instantly adjustable. The harness is
both padded and lined with high-friction synthetic suede
for extra stability. The Patriot ® is ambidextrous and is
available for most popular handguns for both autos and
revolvers.

THE NEMESIS ®
STYLE N38

POCKET SHOT ®
STYLE 110

MSRP $27.99

MSRP $46.99

DeSantis Gunhide® revolutionized pocket carry with the world's first all tacky
Nemesis®. It's so viscous that it won't move out of position in your pocket and with the
right amount of foam to break up the gun's outline! The binding is double-stitched to
prevent the snagging of firearm's protrusions. Available for most reasonably sized autos
and revolvers, and is ambidextrous.

The Pocket Shot® is an alternative to conventional pocket holsters. It can be easily
carried in the front or rear pant pockets and presents a very low signature. The pistol
is inserted from the top and is held in place by the friction fit of leather and rubber.
Available in black leather. Please note: ATF has not classified this holster as an “AOW.”

SUPER FLY ®
STYLE M44

CARGO NEMESIS ®
STYLE M52

MSRP $52.99

MSRP $49.99

When we designed the original Nemesis®, we thought that it would remain the best
pocket holster forever! Well, it just got even better! The Super Fly ® has outdone even
the best! Super Fly’s® new exclusive sticky rubberized fabric is even more viscous than
the Nemesis ®. We have also added a removable, reversible outer flap to even further
disguise the firearm. This pocket holster will stay in position in your pocket, and the
inside is made of slick pack cloth for a low friction draw. It’s ambidextrous and available
for both autos and revolvers.

This ambidextrous holster was designed to fit inside the thigh pocket of most cargo
pants. It is built from a very viscous material. The Cargo Nemesis ® is quite sticky and
will absolutely not move out of position in the pocket. This model is reinforced and
stiffened at all areas that need it. The style M52 keeps your firearm at arms reach and
out of sight. The inside is made of slick pack cloth for a no friction draw. This holster
is available in seven sizes, and they are all different in width. Caution: Carrying in an
oversized cargo pocket might permit holster to move, allowing it to shift out of place or
rotate.

P O CKE T

SHO ULDE R

Made in the U.S.A.

Made in the U.S.A.

Visit desantisholster.com to see our full line of quality holsters, belts, and accessories

BELLY BAND™
STYLE 060

A NKLE

A five inch wide elastic band incorporates
three pockets to conceal your essentials.
The Belly Band fits most concealable
handguns. Available in black or natural in
sizes small, medium, large, X-large and
XX-large.

OLD SCHOOL™ ANKLE RIG
STYLE 044

DIE HARD™ ANKLE RIG
STYLE 014

APACHE ANKLE RIG
STYLE 062

OPTION 4
BELLY BAND™
STYLE 061

MSRP $94.99

MSRP $102.99

MSRP $69.99

MSRP $62.99

Old School™ Ankle Rig features a detailed molded saddle
leather thumb break holster for revolvers and autos. The
holster is mounted to a soft leather ankle band with a
Velcro® closure. It's foam-padded and suede-lined for
comfort. An optional calf support strap (C14) is available.

The Die Hard™ Ankle Rig features a molded leather-lined
thumb break holster for either autos or revolvers, mounted
to a neoprene ankle band. The band's inside contact point
is padded with sheepskin and additional foam for comfort.
An optional calf support strap (C14) is available.

®

The Apache’s ® wide elasticized leg band largely eliminates
the unwanted rocking motion commonly associated with
ankle holsters. The Apache ® is made for small, medium
and large frame semi-autos and small frame revolvers. All
semi-auto models feature an adjustable Velcro® thumb
break. Revolvers and small autos feature an adjustable
thumb strap (without snap, Velcro ® closure.) Made with
genuine sheepskin padded lining for comfort. An optional
support strap (C14) is available.

Note: Right handed shooters should order right-handed ankle rigs, which are worn on the inner left leg.

The Option 4™ Belly Band Holster is a
comfortable, flexible, and breathable
holster that offers numerous ways to carry
small to medium pistols or revolvers. Your
weapon or weapons can be carried in a
neutral or forward cant, low on the hips.
Available in sizes small to extra large
(28”-48”) in black only.

PISTOL PACK ®
STYLE N65
MSRP $38.99

The Pistol Pack ®, N65 with its heavy duty spring
clip is a lightweight caddie. The clip will securely
fasten onto belts up to 1 3/4” or directly onto your
jeans. This will accommodate the NAA Guardian
.32 and most other similar size small autos, along
with a spare magazine. Heavy-duty YKK zippers
and padded ballistic nylon assure you many years
of faithful service. It also features a “D” ring to
accommodate a lock when storing your handgun.
Please specify a gun when ordering. Dimensions: 6
1/2” x 4 1/2” x 5/8”.

S P E CI A LT Y | O T HER STYLES

MSRP $72.99

1.5" PLAIN LINED BELT | STYLE B12 | MSRP $95.99

1.75" PLAIN BELT | STYLE B09 | MSRP $91.99

1.75" FANCY STITCH LINED BELT | STYLE B02 | MSRP $109.99

BE LT S

1.5" FANCY STITCH LINED BELT | STYLE B27 | MSRP $104.99

Plain and fancy stitch black belts feature a nickel buckle with black hardware.

Our handcrafted belts are built from extra heavy premium saddle leather, suede lined
in tan or black, and feature removable buckles. Our belts exhibit the natural scarring
and blemishes from the hide. Therefore, each has its own distinctive appearance.

BELTS

Plain and fancy stitched tan belts feature a brass tone buckle.
The 1 1/2" EDC belt is available in black only with a powder-coated buckle.

1.5" EVERY DAY CARRY BELT | STYLE E25 | MSRP $37.99

Our belts are oversized to anticipate the room needed for holsters and accessories.
To ensure the best fit, order your belt in the same size as your regular pants size.

Visit desantisholster.com to see our full line of quality holsters, belts, and accessories

ACCE S S O R IES

ACCESSORIES

QUANTICO™ SINGLE MAG POUCH
STYLE A86

QUANTICO™ DOUBLE MAG POUCH
STYLE A87

MSRP $39.99

MSRP $49.99

Dual tensioning devices and Kydex ® construction. Fits up to 1 ¾” belts.

Triple tensioning devices and Kydex ® construction. Fits up to 1 ¾” belts.

CITY SLICKER™
STYLE M63
MSRP $53.99

Visit desantisholster.com to see our full line of quality holsters, belts, and accessories

THE SWIFT STRIP™
STYLE T11

INNER CITY SLICKER™
STYLE A94

MSRP $11.99

MSRP $41.99

The City Slicker™ coin purse, Style M63 is built from fine
glove leather and lined with sturdy pack cloth. It has a
removable pants clip and a strong nylon hand strap. The
City Slicker™ will carry all of your coins and other small,
heavy items with comfort and security. It offers great
protection in crowded city areas and while vacationing
abroad. The City Slicker™ can be carried in your handbag,
tucked into your pants, or worn in your jacket or pants
pocket.

The Inner City Slicker™ coin purse, Style A94, is built from
premium saddle leather and finished in a rich black cherry
shade. It secures to your belt with a strong one directional
snap fastener. It will carry all of your coins and other small
weighty articles with comfort and confidence. It offers
great safeguard in congested city areas, while vacationing
abroad, or anywhere you can’t bring your gun. The Inner City
Slicker™ can be carried in your handbag, in your pocket, or
wrapped around your belt for rapid presentation.

2X2X2 CARTRIDGE POUCH™
STYLE A08

F.T.U.® MAGAZINE POUCH
STYLE A49

SECURE MAGAZINE POUCH™
STYLE A47

SS MAGAZINE POUCH™
STYLE A48

MSRP $44.99

MSRP $41.99

MSRP $41.99

The A49 has a vertical belt
loop. It accommodates belts
up to 1 1/4”. Featuring an
adjustable tension screw, it
is available in black or tan
leather. Please specify right
or left hand upon ordering.

The A47, (single pouch) with
clip has a unique magazinetension device inside for
added security. Available in
black or tan.

MSRP $55.99

CLIP-GRIP ®
STYLE T07
MSRP $33.99

Swift Strips™ are a compact and handy device for loading
revolvers. They fit in most single mag/knife pouches,
trousers, etc. It is injection molded from a flexible polymer
material and holds 6 rounds of .38/.357 ammo and loads
two at a time. Sold in a two-pack.

The Clip-Grip ® accommodates S&W J-frame, round
butt revolvers. It is constructed of an engineering grade
reinforced polymer. The sharply checkered panels allow
for continuous gun control while shooting. The T07 allows
the user to tuck the revolver inside the waist-band when it
is not feasible to use a holster. The Clip-Grip ® can still be
used with most holsters.

CUFF CASE™
STYLE A04

NEOPRENE ANKLE DOUBLE MAGAZINE
STYLE N81

CARGO NEMESIS® POUCH
STYLE M79

DOUBLE MAGAZINE POUCH
STYLE A01

MSRP $49.99

MSRP $42.99

MSRP $72.99

This unique pouch maximizes both security and speed of
loading. The six cartridges are separated in tiers which can
be loaded into the cylinder in three controlled steps.

MSRP $54.99
The A04 features a snap-on belt design. Pull-the-dot snap
fastener holds handcuffs in place. Accommodates belts up
to 1 3/4” wide. Available in black or tan.

Note: .44mag pouch and .50 cal. is 3x3 design.

The A48 features an
adjustable- tensioning
device. Available in
black or tan leather.
Specify right or left
hand when ordering. Fits
belts up to 1 1/2” wide.

Neoprene Ankle Double Magazine carries two backup
magazines comfortably Velcroed on the ankle. It is made
of expandable neoprene and is available for most caliber
magazines.

The Cargo Nemesis Mag Pouch holds two mags securely
in the cargo pants pocket. Made from sticky Nemesis®
rubberized fabric.
®

This pouch features a snap-to-the-belt design for horizontal
or vertical carry.
Note: Some models are for vertical carry only.

ACCE S S O R IES

ACCE S S O R I E S

Made in the U.S.A.

DeSantis is proud to support law enforcement.
Concealment holsters are the foundation of DeSantis Gunhide ®. Our designs have been honed for almost 50 years through
collaborations with our colleagues and customers in the U.S. military, federal law enforcement agencies, and by state and
local law enforcement, as well. This effort and cooperation to solve specific issues has led to the maturity of many of our
best products. We remain unwavering in our continued pledge: “Quality will never be compromised in a product where
dependability of performance is paramount.”

Find our law enforcement catalog online

DESANTISHOLSTER.COM

Made in the U.S.A.

Family owned, American made.

We ship via Federal Express and United Parcel
Service. To expedite your order, please supply
us with a street address. Orders not supplied
with a physical street address will cause delay.
When placing your order, state complete gun/
product application for each item being ordered
including MANUFACTURER, MODEL NAME/
NUMBER, FRAME SIZE, BARREL LENGTH,
and CALIBER.

Firearms should be handled and used ONLY by
persons who have been properly trained and
qualified in their use, handling, and safekeeping.
If you have purchased a new handgun, be
sure to first read the safety instructions which
accompanied it before using the handgun in
conjunction with any DeSantis® product.

All DeSantis® products are carefully designed
and manufacted from the best available
Revolver barrel length is measured from face
materials to perform their intended function
of cylinder to muzzle. Pistol barrel length is
properly with the firearms for which they are
measured from rear of ejection port to muzzle.
designed and marked. Use of DeSantis®
products with firearms for which they are not
For belt sizing, measure existing belt from inside designed and marked or with firearms that
edge of buckle to the center hole. Our belts are have been modified or customized or otherwise
slightly oversized to accommodate holsters and changed from the original manufacturer’s
accessories.
specifications greatly increases the likelihood
of an accidental and potentially dangerous
RETURNS: Merchandise returned for credit,
discharge. This may results in death or serious
exchange, or repair must have prior factory
physical injury to the user or a bystander.
authorization. Parcels without authorization
will be refused by our receiving department.
Examples of modified firearms include, but are
Items that are discontinued, used, non-stocked, not limited to the installation of trigger shoes,
custom made, altered, or not purchased directly wide target triggers and hammers, custom grips,
from DeSantis® cannot be returned. Parcels that alterations to the trigger guard, aftermarket
are refused on delivery will be subject to a 5%
sights, grips, grip wraps, grip adapters, addition
charge of the total amount of the order. This fee of tape or rubberbands to the grip, extended
will be applied to the next order.
safeties, laser sights, sight ribs, compensators,
and internal “action jobs” which tend to
CHARGES: When returning your product for
compromise the margin of safety intended by
exchange or repair, please contact Customer
the manufacturer. This warning applies even
Service at (800) 424-1236 for return shipping
when aftermarket accessories are offered by the
and handling fees. Repairs will be made at the
firearm manufacturer.
factory’s discretion upon receipt of merchandise.
If there is a charge for your repair, you will
Also, the use of an improperly maintained,
be notified before the work is performed. We
abused, or defection firearm increases the
accept Visa, MasterCard, American Express,
likelihood of an accidental discharge at any
Discover, check, or money order. Make check or time during its intended use, from drawing and
money order payable to DeSantis® Holster and holstering to firing, loading, unloading, carrying,
Leather Goods.
and storage. DO NOT use any DeSantis product
with any firearm that has been abused, is
Claims for returns or exchanges must be made defective, or has been improperly maintained.
within thirty (30) days of receiving the product.
If your DeSantis® product becomes defective,
Returns may be sucject to a 20% restocking
or if you have questions regarding its use,
charge. Claims for shortages must be made
maintenance, or adjustment, immediately cease
within 48 hours (2 working days) of receipt of
using the product and call Customer Service at
goods. The claim will be considered only if the
(631) 841-6300.
parcels are received “intact.” Please contact
our Returns Department for return-merchandise After purchasing your DeSantis® holster, test
authorization at (800) 424-1236 or returns@
with an UNLOADED handgun to insure proper
desantisholster.com, Monday through Friday,
fit, to break in the holster when necessary, and
8:00AM to 4:30PM EST.
to become familiar with the holster’s safety
features. Double check to insure that the
CAUTION: Before continuing READ THE
magazine has been removed and the firing
ATTACHED AGREEMENTS. Do not operate
chamber(s) are empty. Be certain that the
or retain these products unless you have read
handgun is firmly seated in the holster prior
and agree to the following terms: Firearms can
to use. If originally incorporated in the holster
be extremely hazardous, inherently dangerous, design, any straps or snaps contained therein
and can cause death or serious physical injury. must be utilized for maximum safety and

security. Snaps and other fasteners are not
manufactured by DeSantis®.

any way, cease using it immediately and call
Customer Service at (631) 841-6300.

Periodic inspection is mandatory to insure
proper form, fit, and function of these products.
Tension screws should be checked periodically
to insure proper tension. Also, saddle soaps,
oils, or mitt and glove dressings should not be
used on DeSantis® holsters as they will shorten
its useful life and increase the possibility of
accidental loss of the handgun.

NOTICE: Because we cannot control the use
of our products, all DeSantis® products are sold
"AS IS" and "WITH ALL FAULTS." All warranties
of merchantability or fitness for intended use,
either expressed or implied, and any liability or
consequential damages resulting from the use
of any DeSantis® product are disclaimed and
excluded from the retail sales transaction. At
the time of the original retail sale and delivery,
the purchaser and NOT the manufacturer,
distributor, or retailer assumes the entire risk
and responsibility for determining the suitability
and fitness of the product for the particular use
intended.

Do not in any way alter any safety device
incorporated in any DeSantis® product to
accommodate handguns or other equipment for
which the DeSantis® product was not designed
or intended.
Following are additional safety warnings incident
to the use of DeSantis® holsters:
1. Always keep your finger off the trigger when
drawing and holstering.
2. "Cocked and locked"/Condition 1 carry is
listed as not recommended for any product
unless the product is specified as made for
cocked and locked/condition 1 carry.
3. When drawing and holstering a handgun,
always control the muzzle. Be sure that the
muzzle does not point at any portion of your
body, especially your non-shooting hand.
4. Practicing "fast draw" or "quick draw"
techniques without the guidance of a certified
firearms instructor can result in an accidental or
unintended discharge, which may result in death
or serious physical injury.
5. Place your hand over your handgun during
any strenuous physical activity such as running.
6. No holster can completely secure a weapon
from unauthorized removal by an assailant or
adversary or from falling out of holster during
various activities. It is ultimately the user's
responsibility to use caution and to practice
weapon retention practices and techniques. It is
also incumbent upon the user to be familiar with
the tactical and procedural guidelines regarding
the use and carrying of firearms in close
proximity to dangerous individuals that may be
in effect with his/her department or agency. As
an example, your department may prohibit you
from wearing a firearm while fingerprinting an
arrestee.
7. In order to guard against accidental loss
of the handgun, holsters must snugly fit the
handgun. this may cause the slide to go out
of battery when holstering with the result that
the handgun may not fire when needed. It
is advisable to always place your thumb on
the back of the slide to insure that the slide
does not go out of battery while holstering. If
your DeSantis® product becomes defective in

Some states do not allow the exclusion or
limitation of implied warranties or liability for
incidental or consequential damages, so the
above limitations and exclusions may not
apply to you. The illustrations shown herein
are typical as to finish and application. Due to
uncontrollable variances in color saturation,
the actual product may differ slightly from that
shown in this catalog. DeSantis® will incur no
obligation with respect to merchantability or
otherwise for this eventuality.
As a matter of courtesy, DeSantis® is concerned
about the product it sells. We therefore solicit
comments and inquiries to completely satisfy
our customers.
Corresponsdence should be addressed to:
DeSantis® Holster and Leather Goods
Company
431 Bayview Avenue
Amityville, NY 11701
ATTN: Customer Service Department
Our hours are 8:00 AM to 4:30 PM EST,
Monday through Friday.
Retail Sales: (631) 841-6300
Dealer Orders Call Toll-Free:
1-800-GUNHIDE (1-800-486-4433)
Fax: (631) 841-6320
ATTENTION: Government Buyers
DeSantis® is an approved GSA supplier.
Contract Number GS-07F-222CA

